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An Introduction To Branding
The Importance of Engagement:

Empowering Your Branding Team:

When it comes to delivering your brand promise, every player on

Since the Branding Team was selected based on organizational

your team is Important, especially the people who deal directly

impact, not necessarily marketing expertise, the first step was to

with your residents and potential residents. That's why we Include

provide these Branding Team members with a basic Introduction

a diverse cross-section of your team in the creative process.

to Branding.

During the course of the Introduction to Branding Session, your
new Branding Team was introduced to the power of a brand.
Your Branding Team:
A brand Is often the only factor that differentiates one
The City of Powell's recently-created Branding Team worked with

product from a multitude of comparable offerings. It is the
us during the discovery phase, the development phase and will

personality of the product, the tangible expression of an
watch and protect the brand after Its launch. It Is our pleasure to
abstract experience.
acknowledge the following members of the City of Powell's

» The brand is a promise!that your ownership experience will

Branding Team.

transcend the mere act of making a purchase. The brand is a
- Megan Canavan, Communcations

powerful phenomenon that cannot be limited to a price tag
- Deputy Chief Steve Hrytzik, Police

or summed up by a label - it can be a way of life, an attitude
- Rocky Kambo, Development
and a state of mind.

- GIna Kolp, Parks & Recreation

An organization that completely fulfills the promise set forth by

- City Manager Steve Lutz, Administration
- Jessica Marquez, Finance

its brand commands a loyalty and respect unmatched by Its

- Karen Mitchell, City Clerk

competitors. Allowing the brand promise to overflow into every

- Kevin Moran, Building

aspect of its operation demonstrates sincerity and integrity.
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A strong brand will provide focus.

It will clearly define your collective purpose and subsequently

The benefits of branding:

Increased quality of identity and messaging;

increase the effectiveness and the enthusiasm of the entire

An understanding of your target audience's perceptions and
organization.

preferences will lead to stronger engagements;

A strong brand wiii also inspire results.

When your staff operates as a focused team, The City of Powell

Talking points for team members and stakeholders that
are consistent, strategic and intentional;

will be able to consistently convey its purpose and its promise.

Evolved visual identification and differentiation to ensure

As a result, every customer interaction with the City of Powell

effective and memorable brand communication components;

will enjoy increased significance and greater respect.
Unique-to-you messaging that resonates with your audiences
to encourage action;

Consistency builds brand equity, which leads to cost efficiencies;

Diverse internal groups can be brought to consensus through
the process - branding provides a promise for them to deliver;

Documented strategy with actionable plan and useful tools.
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You have high expectations.

in other words....

When asked to complete the sentence, "I will consider this

You will consider this branding initiative a success when you are

branding initiative a success when [BLANK]," your Branding:

united - in agreement about what the City of Poweli is today and

Team members shared the foiiowing responses:

what you want to see the City of Poweii become. When your team

;

embraces and consistentiy communicates a clear and compelling
We have a united vision of what we think the City is

i

message that is identifiable, embraced and supported by the
and where we want it to go.
community.

A majority of the community can identify many of

As a result, the City of Powell will preserve its small-town charm
its' components.

and values while moving forward, together.
We have a ciear and consistent message being sent to
the community by ali staff.
The iarger percentage of the community understands
where we are and where we want to go.
We convey our strengths in a unified image that we can
convey consistentiy as a staff.
I hear someone say "let's go to Powell to see... and stay
the night."
Our team embraces the new graphic standards and we
begin to see the implementation in the community.
Consistent across staff and community.
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PCG's Branding Process begins with discovery.

Our one-on-one conversations:

To determine the qualities that should comprise its new brand

To honor the access we are given to your team, it is essential for

and/or remain from Its existing brand, we examined the City of

us to understand the expectations of leadership. We met first with

Powell's strengths, challenges, personality, organizational culture

leaders Identified by Megan Canavan on November 13, 2017.

and key attributes offered now and in the future. The discovery
phase included:

- Deputy Chief Steve Hrytzik, Police;

- Brian Lorenz, City Council/Past Mayor;
" Site visits;

» A series of one-on-one conversations with identified leaders;

» An Information-Gathering Questionnaire for the Branding Team;

- City Manager Steve Lutz, Administration; and
- Chief Gary Vest, Police.
Megan Canavan hosted and remained present
during our conversations.

° An Information-Gathering Session with the Branding Team; and
" A review of the City of Powell Comprehensive Plan -

Adopted by City Council on October 7, 2015.

'i' A review of the City of Powell Community Attitude Survey Summer 2016.

A review of the City of Powell Community Attitude Survey Spring 2018.
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The City of Powell's Comprehensive Plan:
During our conversations, a need was expressed several times the need to come to a consensus about what the City of Powell
needs to be today and what the City of Powell needs to become
in order to continue providing residents opportunities to thrive.
However, after reviewing the City of Powell's Comprehensive
Plan, we found that consensus had already been achieved in
October of 2015.

"The City of Powell Is one of central Ohio's premier communities, sought after for Its high quality of Hfe, unique community character,
and vibrant business environment. Situated In a significant growth corridor In southern Delaware County, Powell has planned for
continued growth and development In a responsible and strategic manner. It has retained the charm of a small town with rural roots

while responding to changing trends and development pressures In a way that Is uniquely Powell."
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Key Findings
1.

Residents of Poweli are educated, affluent and driven -

5.

as a result, expectations are high.

A Powell address does not necessarily mean the property

is in the City of Poweli. Many perceive the City's boundaries
are larger than they are.

2. The City of Poweli values its smali-town charm and strives

to offer the modern amenities of a larger city.

6. Despite some inconveniences (i.e. traffic issues),
residents take great pride in living in Powell.

3. Because of strong schools, excellent parks and recreation

options and overall sense of security, Powell is a great place

7.

to raise a family.

While not every employee of the City lives in Powell,
they view the City of Powell as if it were their home citizens as if they were their neighbors.

4. There is a disconnect between the affluence of the

community and the City Government's financial reality.

8.

There was an expressed need to come to a consensus about

Residents do not always appear to understand how the

what the City of Powell needs to be today and what the City

City of Powell is funded.

of Powell needs to become in order to continue providing
residents opportunities to thrive.
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Brand Deliverables
BRAND VISION STATEMENT

What will the City of Powell achieve through branding?
We will confidently pursue a single vision to:
The audience:

'Preserve, protect and celebrate the City of Powell's small-town
- Team Members

charm and values;
- Prospective Team Members

° Come to a consensus about what the City of Powell needs to be

- Residents

today and what the City of Powell needs to become in order to

- Prospective Residents

continue providing residents opportunities to thrive;

- Media (Traditional and Social)
- Chambers of Commerce

» Consistently communicate a clear and compelling message that
- Vendors

is appreciated, embraced and supported by the community;
- Team Members' Families

«■ Engage residents in an ongoing conversation to increase

- Community

understanding through Information in an effort to build trust;

- Fans
- Causes

<■ Continuously validate the essential nature of excellent service;

° Emphasize the importance of consistency of performance; and
" Provide guidelines for ongoing brand interactions and actions
including documenting standards for the development and
production of creative deliverables and providing talking points
to enhance team engagenhents.
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AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION

The following audience segments have been identified:

While most organizations have an understanding of the need to communicate to customers, prospective customers and the people who make

what they do for their customers possible (employees), many fall to see the bigger picture. First, we Identify all of the unique audiences that
have an interest In your message. Then, we group those audiences into audience segments to ensure they receive the information they desire.

The Flag Wavers

The Scoop Group

This category is interested in the City of Powell's success

This category is interested in what's going on - both positive and

stories and vision for the future. They appreciate positive,

negative. They appreciate being in-the-know and being provided

top-line information in the interest of staying up-to-date and

some of the details related to purpose, features and justification.

being given the ability to have informed conversations about

Why are you doing this? What's the benefit? How does it affect

the city. Stated simply, it's a matter of pride.

me, my readers or our community? They appreciate top-line
information - plus anything else that might help to establish

- Team Members' Families

their credibility - in the interest of Informing the opinions and
- Extended Community
conversations they have about the city.
- Fans
- Causes

- Media (Traditional and Social)
- Chambers of Commerce
- Vendors
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The Substance Group

The Flag Planters

This category is interested from the perspective of impact. They

This category is also interested from the perspective of impact.

I

want to know what's going on, why it's going on and how it will

Due to their role in developing the communications aimed at each

impact them. They're trying to understand the big picture to

audience segment, their need for information is the greatest.

better understand how they can benefit from an engagement
- The Branding Team
with the City of Powell.
- The Marketing Team
- Prospective Team Members

- Leadership

- Prospective Residents
- Residents

The Performance Group
This category is also interested from the perspective of impact.

They feel entitled to know what's going on, why it's going on and
how it will impact them. While entitlement is often viewed in a
negative sense, in this case, it's generally positive. Often, they're
trying to understand the big picture to better understand how
they can provide the support that's required to help drive the
City of Powell forward.
- Team Members
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BRAND MESSAGING MAP

Powell ir. safe hcuav » Qm ip cf people
have dedicated their lives to matdrv]rl and

keeping it that way.Tlwr documented

toe community IS sofa - prwidrng Its

record c'performance is e.rempUTy

residents the freedom to be comfortable

Powell b; oxclusivo bccniico it's arrUiont.
but firuncial wherewithal is not ttie only
High Iromo values and excellent setioola

thino that makes It deslreble Powell is a

make Pcnvcit desirablo lo many Out,
communAylhat'sdriven and active Bike
there's much niore to the story.

paths artdjoofjios trails are put to use
Children and schools are supported.
For good reason,people are proud
tocattPowetlhome And.because they

The family friondty, small town charm

coil Powell home,lesidcntshave sense

is one o( the moat npijorenl reasons so

many residents are proud to csU Uus

People love Powell far a variety of roasnns. It's safe,

So you coa.

chamdng and dcsirablo. Residents are aclivo and drivert

Enjoy living in one of the most desiroljle suburbs In
central Ohio knowing you liavo o group of Individuals

U'sa place witero people feel wotcomo-a community
It's no coincidence poopto fcol ot home
in PowelL because we're actively
welcoming people lo Pov/oH and irwiling
them to experience our conununily.

people arc proud to call homo.

who arc dodlcmed to solving Powell's bost Intorosts

(for today and tomorrow)in ways(hat build trust

of btioirging

V/liite not always tliritled with charrgo.
the Powell community is open to now

axperienccs oncl more then willing to
chare tlioco n<hv e>|MHfanees - and ihoii
corrmiunitv - with others

Our growing community is niovlng
forward with an appreciation far wliat

PoweU h evolving to adapt and move

makes Powdt special - and what it will

the communlly forward to stay totovant

need to remain that way

wlvle presor^ng wliat pcopld love.

Powell sltivss lo provide strong leodersh^
dady - earning citizens'trust by listening,

being transparent and providing the
highest tovot ofservice in older lo

^ Cammunity Oovelopment )

continuously inipiove Uie conuTHrnity.

SAFE

Powell is safe because a group of people

have dedicated their lives to making it and
keeping it that way. Their documented

record of performance is exemplary.

Powell is exclusive because it's affluent,
DESIRABLE

but financial wherewithal is not the only
thing that makes it desirable. Powell is a
community that's driven and active. Bike
paths and jogging trails are put to use.
Children and schools are supported.
Charming (Small-Town)

The family friendly, small town charm
HOME

is one of the most apparent reasons so

People love Powell for a variety of reasons. It's safe,

many residents are proud to call this

charming and desirable. Residents are active and driven,

beautiful place home.

it's a place where people feel welcome - a community
people are proud to call home.

It's no coincidence people feel at home
People Feel at Home

in Powell, because we're actively
WELCOMING

welcoming people to Powell and inviting

welcoming

them to experience our community.

I

Forward Thinking
MOVING
FORWARD

Moving Forward

Our growing community is moving

^

forward with an appreciation for what

makes Powell special - and what it will

need to remain that way.

J

Transparent

Powell strives to provide strong leadership

Fiscally Responsible
Trustworthy

STRONG
LEADERSHIP

daily - earning citizens' trust by listening,
being transparent and providing the

High Level of Service

highest level of service in order to

Community Development

continuously improve the community.

Strong Leadership

ATTRIBUTES

E X E C U T

Comfortable

Powell has the results to demonstrate

the community is safe - providing its
residents the freedom to be comfortable
and secure.
Better Schools

High home values and excellent schools

make Powell desirable to many. But.

there's much more to the story...

Healthy
High Home Values
Prestige

For good reason, people are proud

to call Powell home. And. because they
So you can...
Enjoy living in one of the most desirable suburbs in

call Powell home, residents have sense

of belonging.
Friendly

central Ohio knowing you have a group of individuals
who are dedicated to serving Powell's best interests
(for today and tomorrow)in ways that build trust.

While not always thrilled with change,
the Powell community is open to new
experiences and more than willing to

Open to New Experiences
Welcoming

share those new experiences - and their
community - with others.

Adapting
Evolving

Powell is evolving to adapt and move

Moving Forward

the community forward to stay relevant

Preserving

while preserving what people love.

Best interests

Powell's leadership works to protect
the best Interests of the community -

and does so in a way that builds trust.

Strong Leadership

EXECUTIVE
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UNIQUE VALUE STATEMENT
GAP STATEMENT

What makes the City of Powell valuable?

Where are we today?
People love Powell for a variety of reasons. It's safe, charming
and desirable. Residents are active and driven. It's a place
where people feel at home - a community people are proud

People love Powell for a variety of reasons. It's safe, charming and

desirable. It's a place where people feel at home - a community they
are proud to call home. Because love is a powerful emotion, change

to call home.

is more difficult here. Honestly, the list of things people would like

to see stay the same is much longer than the list of things they'd
like to see change. But, change is a requirement to remain relevant.
BRAND PROMISE

We must listen to appreciate and preserve what residents love.
What must we do every day to be successful?

We must share information to increase understanding. We do this
so the citizens of Powell can enjoy living in one of the most desirable

We must listen to appreciate and preserve what residents love.

suburbs in central Ohio knowing they have a group of individuals
We must share information to increase understanding.
We do this so the citizens of Powell can enjoy living in one

who are dedicated to serving Powell's best interests (for today and
tomorrow) in ways that build trust.

of the most desirable suburbs in central Ohio - knowing they
have a group of individuals who are dedicated to serving
Powell's best interests (for today and tomorrow) in ways
that build trust.

BRAND ATTRIBUTES

Alive

Driven

Safe

Charming

Family

Trustworthy

Desirable

Home

Welcoming
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Success Factors
1.

We must engage residents in an ongoing conversation in an effort to build trust.

2.

We must listen to appreciate and preserve what residents love.

3.

We must come to a consensus about what the City of Powell needs to be today and what the

City of Powell needs to become in order to continue providing residents opportunities to thrive.

4. We must consistently communicate a clear and compelling message that is appreciated, embraced and

supported by the community. Residents do not always appear to understand how the City of Powell is funded.

5. We must continuously validate the essential nature of excellent service
and emphasize the importance of consistency of performance.
. JWe
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In 2017, the City of Powell - as a responsible steward of the community's assets and resources - was looking to define the City's brand identity
to ensure the area's appeal to residents, business owners and visitors increases, while also encouraging new residents, business owners and

visitors to share in ail the City of Powell has to offer. We answered the call, was awarded the opportunity and could not be more pleased.
We wish you well as you move forward with one eye, one voice and one vision.
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GUIDELINES

Color Logo
STACKED VERSION

HORIZONTAL VERSION

□

□ Powell

Powell

OHIO

OHIO

Logo should be used with the all elements and colors exactly as shown In these samples.
Never rearrange or delete individual elements.

Never substitute, add or rearrange the colors of the logo.

Logo should always be scaled proportionately and never stretched disproportionately.

All applications of this iogo shouid be approved by Megan Canavan 614.885.5380 ext. 1022, or mcanavan@cityofpoweii.us
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Full color logo should be used on a white or light colored background only.

Logo should always convert to white when used on a dark background.
Never place full color logo on a photograph or busy background.
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Black & White Logo
STACKED VERSION

HORIZONTAL VERSION

□
□

Powell
OHIO

0 Logo should be used with the all elements exactly as shown in these samples.

^

« Never rearrange or delete individual elements.

' Logo should always be scaled proportionately and never stretched disproportionately.

« All applications of this logo should be approved by Megan Canavan 614.885.5380 ext. 1022, or mcanavan@cltyofpowell.us
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" Black logo should be used on a white or light colored background only.
° Logo should always convert to white when used on a dark background.
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Brand Colors
MAIN PALETTE

i

Pantone 654

Pantone 723

Pantone102

Warm Gray 11

CMYK:100/84/31/17

CMYK: 24/63/100/0

CMYK:5/5/100/0

CMYK:53/53/59/24

CMYK:19/II/37/0

i

Pantone 5807

SECONDARY PALETTE (Parks And Rec Programs)

Pantone 306

Pantone 166

Pantone109

Pantone 2405

Pantone 390

CMYK:81/4/5/0

CMYK:0/54/100/0

CMYK:0/16/100/0

CMYK: 32/100/0/0

CMYK:21/0/100/8
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Brand Fonts
Gotham Light
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

MCP67g}^^KLMAJOPQ^70(VyVXyz
1234567^90

Gotham Book

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
For email and other electronic

Gotham Medium

communications please use:

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Ariel

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Gotham Bold

1234567890

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Ariel Bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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Suggested Usage
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Overview
The City of Powell Branding Team has worked to create an updated brand positioning strategy to repjresent all the city offers as well as its
vision for the future. This brand launch campaign was created to celebrate what makes Powell home and introduce our diverse audience

segments to the new brand identity and messaging. Featuring updated messaging, a video storyboarci. digital ads, signage and coilateral

applications, the Powell Proud campaign will bring the community together in celebrating this exciting next chapter for the City of Powell!
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Video Storyboard

VO: There's a certain charm that surrounds you in

VO: Our people are kind. Our neighbors are

Powell, no matter where you are or what you're

thoughtful. Our downtown is lively. Our shops

doing.

are welcoming. Our parks are active.

VO: And when we come together to reach a

VO: This is the kind of community you always

VO: It's Powell.

common goal, we're unstoppable.

dreamed of living in. Only It's not a dream...

LAUNCH

CA^PAI tSN

Messaging
strategic focus gained from Messaging Map was directed toward creative pursuits.
Copywriting for creative applications follows:

WELCOME

LEADERSHIP

There's a certain charm that surrounds you in Powell, no matter

The success of Powell's le adership can be measured by the

where you are or what you're doing. Our people are kind. Our

overwhelming continuous support of our residents. Not only do

neighbors are thoughtful. Our downtown is lively. Our shops are

our leaders thoughtfully listen and encourage our residents to

welcoming. Our parks are active. And when we come together

speak up and speak out, they also share their ideas and plans

to reach a common goal, we're unstoppable. This is the kind of

openly, strengthening our: progress as a united community. Is it

community you always dreamed of living in. Only it's not a

any wonder Powell is one of the 10 most desirable places to live

dream - it's Powell.

in the U.S.?

GROWTH

POLICE

Growth is evidence of life. And Powell certainly exudes life!

We don't just have an obi gation to keep Powell safe, we have a

There's a positive energy here that keeps us growing at healthy

calling to. When a community is as tightly knit as we are, it's only

pace while remaining committed to protecting what makes

natural to look out for one another. But we also sleep comfortably

Powell desirable - our charm. It's important we continue to evolve

knowing we have an exceptional police department who always

and bring the services, businesses, and attractions our community

puts our lives, health and Safety before their own. Powell's police

wants and needs. But even more important, we must evolve in

department has a record of success which allows its residents the

a way that preserves what we love about our community -

freedom to live comfortable and secure lives.

what inspired people to move here, put down roots and call
Powell home.
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Digital Ads

Powell

728 X 90
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This is the kind of

community you

always dreamed of

living in. Only it's
not a dream it's Powell.

WELCOME;
300 X 250

HOME.

160 X 600
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Signage
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8x4 Banner

Street Pole Banners

Window Stickers
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Logo Items
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